II. Schools: Kindergarten and Elementary
Why introduce the practices of the International Peace Trees Program in schools?
A. Transmitted by the teachers, the practices of excellence integrated in the 5 keys of
reconnection of the International Peace Trees Program allow them to have simple and
concrete tools to succeed in creating a peaceful, attentive, caring, and motivated class
atmosphere.
The program is ultra-effective in preventing inattention, agitation, or demotivation
and curative in cases of withdrawal or major stress, including in situations of crisis, trauma,
and conflicts. These practices help students become strong Peace Actors, caring and
respectful.
B. Transmitted and practiced in micro-breaks throughout the day, these practices of
excellence allow students to:
1. Acquire tools and habits “for life” to successfully manage their stress and emotions,
to anchor firmly between heaven and earth, from a very young age.
2. Reinforce their capacities to return to themselves, to listen to their feelings, intuitions,
and reconnect with their heart talents and inner riches.
3. Gain inner balance, confidence, and self-esteem, regardless of external circumstances.
4. Be able to contribute towards the research, creation, innovation, and the
implementation of innovative solutions and new opportunities to face the local and
international problems, in connection with the SDGs.
5. Be valued in a new positive and useful way to the world and to the planet.
6. Live a new bond of respect and collaboration with trees, nature,
and the ecosystem.
7. Enter a dynamic of abundance, satisfaction, contentment,
gratitude, and the power of action.
8. Create new partnerships for mutual aid and support among
students, both within the classroom and with the communities
of parents, associations, and local and international businesses.
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9. Give new meaning to learning through SDG class projects in which traditional
subjects can easily be integrated.
10. Develop an entrepreneurial spirit and relevant actions, in the unity and collaboration
of a collective intelligence, where everyone participates in a unique way and
cooperates to contribute together to the creative construction of their future.
11. Become integrated in the international Peace Trees Community of all the “Active
Classes and Schools for Peace and SDGs in the world”, connected by their Peace
Tree and create new partnerships for mutual aid and support among students on
international level.
12. Celebrate the International Peace Day (21 of September), World Kindness Day (13 of
November) and International Peace Tree Day (1rst of June) in synergy together with
the worldwide Peace Trees Network of Active Schools.
How to start and participate in the program
1. To register your class or schools and appear on the world map of the “Active
Schools for Peace and the SDGs” register HERE.
2. To succeed in transmitting these practices of excellence and creating magic
in your life and that of your students, download the “Guide for transmitting and
living the practices of the International Peace Trees Program and the Sustainable
Development Goals with children” HERE.
3. To be supported in your professional and personal life, and to reveal your full
potential as a teacher, school principal, pedagogical manager, or educator... Get
the “Guide for the personal practices of the International Peace Trees Program
and Sustainable Development Goals” HERE.
Bring our creative and empowering program to your school, community, and city today!
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